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Abstract: Effects of low frequency electromagnetic field on grain boundary segregation in horizontal direct chill (HDC)
casting process was investigated experimentally. The grain boundary segregation and microstructures of the ingots,
which manufactured by conventional HDC casting and low frequency electromagnetic HDC casting were compared.
Results show that low frequency electromagnetic field significantly refines the microstructures and reduces grain
boundary segregation. Decreasing electromagnetic frequency or increasing electromagnetic intensity has great effects in
reducing grain boundary segregation. Meanwhile, the governing mechanisms were discussed.
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1. Introduction
Grain boundary segregation in alloys is a scientifically
interesting and technologically important subject. Serious
grain boundary segregation in direct chill casting of
aluminum alloy leads to a great reduction in strength and
toughness after heat treatment and mechanical deforma-
tion
 [1,2]. In order to reduce grain boundary segregation,
rapid solidification methods are often adopted
[3]. However,
rapid solidification methods require elaborate processing
and/or special expensive devices. A simple Low Fre-
quency Electromagnetic Casting
[4-6
] (LFEC) was developed
in our laboratory using frequencies lower than that in
Casting Refining Electromagnetic Process (CREM),
which was put forward by Vive
 [7,8
] to refine micro-
structures and improve the surface quality of DC ingots.
The aims of this investigation were to study the effects
of LFEC on microstructure refinement and grain boundary
segregation in horizontal direct chill casting of 2024 alloy.
2. Experiment
The experimental equipment is illustrated schematically
in Fig.1. The mold is made of aluminum alloy. The inner
diameter of the mold is 60 mm and a 50-turn coil is
arranged outside the mold. A casting speed of 200
mm/min and a casting temperature of 710 °C were held
constant throughout the experiment to guarantee the
influence of electromagnetic field on microstructure.
Moreover, as there are two main parameters for
electromagnetic field, the experimental procedure was
divided into two parts: Firstly, under a constant frequency
of 30 Hz, the magnitude of ampere turns then increases
from 0 AT to 10 000 AT, so that the effect of magnetic
field intensity (ampere-turns) on the alloying elements
distribution can be evaluated; secondly, the magnitude of
ampere turns is constantly maintained at 10 000 AT, the
frequency of alternating current is modulated in the range
of 10 Hz to 100 Hz, by which the effect of electro-
magnetic frequency can be revealed.
The material used in this investigation is 2024 alloy.
The chemical composition of the alloy is shown in Table 1.
Specimens were taken along the diameter in the
cross-section of the ingot. Samples were examined by
scanning electron microscope (SEM) equipped with
Fig.1 Schematic illustration of the electromagnetic HDC
process
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Table 1 Chemical composition of the experimental 2024
alloy
energy dispersive spectrometer (EDS), so percentage of
alloying elements inside crystal grain can be obtained
precisely.
3. Results and discussion
3.1 Effects on microstructures
Under the influence of the periodic current, the inductor
generates a variable magnetic field in the melt, which, in
turn, gives rise to an induced current. Thus, the melt is
subject to electromagnetic body forces (Lorentz force)
caused by the interaction of the eddy currents, J, and the
magnetic field, B. The Lorentz force may be resolved into
a vertical component and a horizontal component. The
vertical component is a potential forces balanced by the
static pressure of the melt, and this will results in the
decrease of the contact pressure between melt and mold,
which, in turn, results in the decrease of the heat transfer
between melt and mold, so the primary cooling intensity is
decreased. The horizontal component is a rotational force
derived from the inclination between the magnetic field
and the axis of the ingot symmetry, and results in a forced
convection in the melt. All these effects can effectively
refine the microstructures
 [9].
Fig.2 shows back-scattered electron images of the
specimens, which were taken from the center of the
cross-section. Specimen in Fig.2 (a) was prepared by
conventional HDC casting, and it shows that the micro-
structure is coarse and dendritic; Specimen in Fig.2 (b)
was prepared by using a frequency of 30 Hz and
10 000 AT, and it shows fine and equiaxed
microstructure.
Fig.2 As-cast microstructures of ingots
3.2 Effects on grain boundary segregation
The reason that low-frequency electromagnetic field
can significantly increase the solute content in grains was
studied
 [10]. The atomic nuclei in the melt make irregular
thermal motion with a velocity (y). Under the static
electromagnetic field they will revolved around the lines
of magnetic field, and the revolution radius and angular
velocity can be represented by the following equations:
where rc is the revolution radius of the atomic nuclei in
the magnetic field, q is the charge of the atomic nuclei, v^
is the velocity in the vertical direction of the line of
magnetic field, m is the mass of atomic nuclei, ω, is the
revolution angular velocity. The Al, Cu ions are Al
3+, Cu
+.
Their revolution radius and angular velocity are different
because of the difference in m and q. For instantce, mAl3+<
Thus, a relative
movement among Al
3+, Cu
+ will occur. It is this relative
movement of these atomic nuclei that promotes the
entropy of the melt in front of the solid-liquid interface; in
order to reduce free energy, the solute elements
spontaneously scatter throughout the melt. At the same
time, the electromagnetic field increase the number of
nuclei and decrease the distance that the solute needed to
travel. These two reasons lead to an increase in the alloy-
ing elements content within grains and reduce the
grain boundary segregation.
With the increase in current intensity, forced convection
and confined effect of Lorentz force are intensified,
which, in turn, enhanced the effects on grain boundaryCHINA FOUNDRY Feb. 2005
segregation. Fig.3 shows the Cu concentration inside
crystal grains under different electromagnetic field
intensities, while the frequency is held constant at 30 Hz.
It demonstrates that the stronger intensity is more efficient
in promoting the solutionization of alloying elements in
crystal grains.
Fig.3 Cu concentration profile inside crystal grains under
different electromagnetic field intensities
As a principal parameter, frequency greatly influences
the distribution of magnetic flux density in conductive
media. Solidification conditions can be optimized in the
electromagnetic casting process, since flow pattern and
temperature field of the melt can be modified by means of
frequency modulation. The characteristic length, which
specifies how the magnetic field magnitude decreases as a
function of distance into the liquid metal, is the skin
depth:
where σ and μ are the conductivity and permeability,
respectively, of the liquid metal and f is the frequency. In
order to clarify the relationship between frequency and
distribution of electromagnetic field, numerical simulation
was used. A two-dimensional axisymmetric finite element
model including the regions of melt, ingot, air, mold and
induction coil has been constructed by ANSYS software.
Initial conditions and boundary conditions are set. The
distributions of electromagnetic field with different
frequencies were calculated. Fig.4 shows the distributions
of magnetic flux densities with various coil current
frequencies. When the operating frequency is relatively
high (50 Hz or more), the skin depth is extremely fleet and
the force density significantly concentrated near the
surface of the metal, which results in a localized formation
of the atomic clusters and reduced global number of
nuclei. With the decrease in frequency, the magnetic field
Fig.5 Cu concentration profile inside crystal grains under
different electromagnetic field frequencies.
4. Conclusions
(1) The application of low frequency electromagnetic
field in horizontal direct chill casting process can
obviously improve as-cast microstructures. In the presence
induced currents, and hence the Lorentz force density is
increased throughout the bulk of the liquid metal, and the
rotational part became dominant and the forced
convection will be enhanced. With further decrease in
frequency (less than 10 Hz), although the magnetic flux
density is increased, the distribution of magnetic flux
density and phase angle is relatively uniform throughout
the melt; the rotational force is weakened again, and some
nuclei remelt and their global number reduces. Therefore,
under a fixed magnetic intensity, the ideal flow pattern
and temperature field can be obtained by the application
of a proper electromagnetic frequency, which, in turn,
improved the grain boundary segregation
 [9].
Fig.4 Distributions of magnetic flux densities with
various frequencies of coil current
Fig. 5 shows Cu concentration inside crystal grains
under different electromagnetic frequencies, while the
intensity is held constant of 10 000 AT. It presents that
lowering frequencies is more efficient in promoting the
solutionization of alloying elements in crystal grains.Vol. 2 No. 1 Effects of low-frequency magnetic field on grain boundary segregation
of electromagnetic field, the structure is fine and
equiaxed.
(2) Increasing electromagnetic intensity can result in
drastic increase in forced convection in the melt and
increase the relative movements among ions, such as Al
and Cu, thus, microstructure was refined and the solute
content in grains was increased.
(3) The electromagnetic frequency has great influence
on microstructures and grain boundary segregation of
HDC ingot. Relatively high or low frequency is improper.
In this study, 30 Hz is the optimal frequency.
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